Sampling from flat energy or density distributions has proven useful in equilibrating complex systems with large energy barriers. Several thermostats and barostats are presented to sample these flat distributions by molecular dynamics. These methods use a variable temperature or pressure that is updated on the fly in the thermodynamic controller. These methods are illustrated on a Lennard-Jones system and a structurebased model of proteins.
I. Introduction
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a useful tool to study complex molecular systems.
A regular MD simply follows Newton's equation, which conserves the total energy E and thus generates configurations in a microcanonical ensemble. We can, however, modify the equation of motion by an artificial thermostat [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] to sample a different distribution, in which the total energy fluctuates, such as the canonical distribution.
For a system with high energy barriers, the limited exploration of the energy landscape in the canonical distribution is insufficient. A multicanonical ensemble [10] [11] [12] [13] , in which the energy is broadly sampled, is more suitable, see Fig. 1(a) . The construction of the multicanonical ensemble is nontrivial, for the flat energy distribution requires the inverse of the unknown density of states, ) ( 1 E Ω , as the sampling weight.
We here pursue the construction of multicanonical [10] [11] [12] [13] MD by using a variable temperature equal to dE d E Ω = log ) ( β . We describe several thermostats to set this temperature. The method is built on a previous Monte Carlo (MC) method by Yan and de Pablo 14 . Here the sampling along the total energy is directly incorporated into the variable-temperature thermostat for the MD simulation.
In section II, we describe the method. In section III, we numerically test the method in a few examples. We conclude the article in section IV.
II. Method II.A Microcanonical, canonical, and multicanonical ensembles

Microcanonical ensemble
In 
where
Here we have assumed 2 > f N so that the singularity at ) (q U E = is negligible. Other expressions for ) (E β also exist 18 , as shown in Appendix A.
Canonical ensemble
The canonical ensemble is a superposition of microcanonical ensembles at various E , each with a weight )
To realize a canonical distribution in MD, one needs a thermostat [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] to alter the equation of motion either deterministically [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] or stochastically 1, 2, 8, 9 .
Multicanonical ensemble
We now consider a generalized ensemble composed of microcanonical ensembles
does not distinguish configurations, and is therefore irrelevant. In the limit of infinitesimal intervals, the local effective temperature
The multicanonical ensemble is the special case of the generalized ensemble described above, in which const. ) ( log ) (
, muca. Fig. 1(b 
see Appendix B for a proof. 
, and its derivatives. Eq. (4) also applies to a ) ( E Ω that does not produce a flat E distribution, see examples in Appendix A.
II.C Variable-Temperature thermostats
The thermostats for a canonical ensemble need to be modified as follows for a multicanonical MD. We list a few examples below. The dimension is denoted by d , which is usually 3.
Nosé-Hoover chain thermostat
The Nosé-Hoover chain equations 5, 8 for a canonical ensemble are
where k ζ are the thermostat variables, and k Q their masses. The corresponding Liouville's equation
has a stationary (
2
which is indeed canonical 5 .
For a multicanonical ensemble, we change the equation for 1
and we replace the β in the equations for
where 0 β is a reference inverse temperature, against which the set point of the system's inverse temperature is scaled in the term in braces in Eq. (5′). That is, with the use of
cf. Eqs. (1) and (3). The change
, is realized by scaling the velocity or momentum:
is fixed. The kinetic energy is randomly updated and follows the Langevin equation
where ξ is a Gaussian white noise that satisfies
For a multicanonical ensemble, we modify Eq. (8) to
such that the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation
β is a reference inverse temperature.
Note that Eq. (8) or (8′) can be integrated with a different time step from the MD one.
Monte-Carlo velocity-rescaling thermostat
We can also replace Eq. (8′) by an explicit MC move in the E, or K space 14 . We first propose a change of
If K′ is accepted, it is also realized as a velocity rescaling:
Langevin dynamics
Langevin dynamics 1,17 modifies Newton's equation of motion by introducing a velocity damping term and a thermal noise:
where ζ is a damping constant, and ξ is a Gaussian white noise satisfying
For a multicanonical ensemble, we change Eq. (9) to
Here, 0 β is a reference inverse temperature.
Andersen thermostat
In the Andersen thermostat 2,8 , we replace the velocity or momentum old i p of a random particle i by a Gaussian random vector drawn from the Maxwell distribution:
For a multicanonical ensemble, we treat new i p from Eq. (10), with β replaced by
, as a MC trial, and accept it by the Metropolis probability
, and the two Maxwell factors )
defined in Eq. (10), offset the a priori sampling bias. For the canonical ensemble,
, and Eq. (11) yields unity so that the trial is always accepted.
II.D Volume distribution
We can extend the above sampling strategy to explore a broad volume distribution, which is useful in studying a liquid-gas phase transition 22, 23 . A flat volume distribution can be inefficient, however, as drastic free energy changes occur only at a high-density, or small-volume, regime. We therefore sample the distribution
, we replace the constant target pressure in an isothermal-isobaric simulation 2, 5, 7, 8, [24] [25] [26] by the variable
where 
for a finite interval
, see Appendix A.
Nosé-Hoover chain barostat
To sample
, we modify the Nosé-Hoover chain 5,7,8 equation for an isothermal-isobaric ensemble to , ) 1 (
where η and k ζ are the variables for the barostat and thermostat, respectively, with W and k Q being their respective masses. The corresponding Liouville's equation
has the desired stationary solution: 
Langevin barostat
Alternatively, the pressure can be controlled by a Langevin equation 26 separate from the thermostat. The Langevin barostat is a stochastic version of Eq. (13):
where ξ is a Gaussian white noise satisfying
, admits the desired stationary distribution:
p q p q .
Explicit Monte-Carlo sampling
The above Langevin equation can be replaced by a MC move 8, 22 : we first propose 
III. Examples III.A Flat energy distribution
We tested the method in the 108 = N particle Lennard-Jones system 8 (5), (8), (9), and (10), flat energy distributions were not achieved, as shown in Fig. 2(a), 2(c), 2(e), and 2(f) Fig. 2(d) . This is because ) ( E β corresponds to a modified density of states weighted by K 2 , as discussed in Appendix A.
III.B Structure-Based protein model
As an application of multicanonical MD, we studied the protein villin headpiece, Protein DataBank code: 1VII 28, 29 , by a simplified structure-based model [30] [31] [32] . Details of the model are described in Appendix C. Each trajectory was run for . We show below that the thermodynamics of the model depends critically on the cutoff distance c r that defines contacts; the interaction is attractive between contact atoms, but repulsive otherwise.
As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the microcanonical temperature functions ) (E β under several different c r were similar to pressure-volume isotherms around a liquid-gas transition in a simple fluid 17, 33 . The back-bending S-loop 34 that signifies a first-order phase transition occurred only when 7 ≥ c r Å. The sensitivity to c r may explain that both the presence and absence of S-loop were previously observed in similar models 13, 35 . A strong first-order transition in the energy space may be absent with the common definitions of contacts 31, 32, 36 , whose equivalent c r were about 4 to 5Å. β , see Fig. 3(d) . The free energy profile
III.C Flat density distribution
We tested the extension in Sec. II.D for the flat density distribution also on the facilitate volume change moves 8 The density distribution, pressure-density curves, and free energy profile are shown in Fig. 4 for the Nosé-Hoover chain Eq. (13) 
IV. Discussion and Conclusion
A multicanonical, or flat-energy-distribution, molecular dynamics can be conveniently realized by a variable-temperature thermostat. Similarly, a flat-densitydistribution MD can be realized by a variable-pressure barostat. The method is easy to implement with minimal modifications from a regular constant temperature or volume simulation. We have demonstrated the method of a Lennard-Jones system and a structure-based model of the villin headpiece.
The method computes the density of states ) (E Ω 14 instead of the density of potential-energy states ) (U g 10, 12 . The reweighting formula Eq. (4) is used to recover ) (U g . In this way, thermal averages in the canonical ensemble are computed after simulation.
The method is somewhat more robust, in terms of achieving a flat energy distribution, with a smaller energy interval 
Appendix A. Unbiased density of states at interval boundaries
We show here that the values of the density of states 
is the distribution density of the overall E distribution, and we have defined
. Since the right hand side is zero by Eq. (2′), the left side vanishes. So
, and by
only by a multiple.
The alternative formulas for
14,27, have a similar property, although they do not produce flat E distributions, even with infinitely small intervals. To see this, consider an arbitrary vector field ) ,
approach the modified density of states )
. Accordingly, the converged energy distribution We can force a flat distribution by using a "normalized" vector field. For an 
We can show Eq. (12) in a similar way. We define the canonical partition function at a fixed volume V as
and its estimate
is the overall volume distribution, and we have defined
, we need 1 1 ) (
, which becomes Eq.
Appendix B. Reweighting for the density of potential-energy states
To prove Eq. (4), we first write down the distribution density of the potential energy ) (U h in the multicanonical ensemble: We used a simpler criterion than the original one 31, 36 to define contact atoms: in the reference structure, if any two non-hydrogen atoms from two different residues have a distance c ij r r < , the corresponding alpha-carbon atoms are contacts. Note that Kouza et al. 32 used the distances between alpha-carbon, instead of non-hydrogen, atoms to define contacts. The contacts produced by our criterion appeared to be more similar to those yielded by the CSU server 36 . 
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